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Thank You
It is hard to believe three years have passed
since Hugh took on the position as chapter
director. It has been a memorable time for our
family. The little girls have grown into motorcycle enthusiasts and our teenager still goes for
rides with her dad. When the opportunity
allows, I even get a chance to ride.
Apart from the rides, there is such a feeling of family. I remember
the first month in Tallahassee; we attended a chapter Christmas party. I
felt welcomed and saw first hand why my new husband talked so much
about the Gold Wing chapter.
I have always appreciated the support various members have given to
my fundraisers for Capital City Kiwanis Club and the Alzheimer’s
Resource Center. It is wonderful to see such different organizations
come together for a mutual cause. I know we both look forward to our
continued involvement in the club.
Your thoughtfulness and gracious gift to Callaway Gardens is truly
appreciated. I have always heard how beautiful it is and look forward
to a get-a-way with my husband. On behalf of Hugh and I, thank you.

Marcy and Hugh Waller
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Next Chapter Meeting:

New! Florida Buffet
August 12, 2004
6:30 Eat, 7:30 Meet

NATIONAL OFFICE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Mike & Judy Wright
(219) 248-8166
SOUTHEAST REGION A DIRECTOR
Larry & Patty Lingo
(813) 986-3567
FLORIDA DISTRICT DIRECTOR
Bob & Nancy Shrader
(813) 885-7963
floridadd@msn.com

CHAPTER DIRECTOR, Lenton & Leucretia Stephens (850) 539-5084
Lstephens@ene.com
ASST. CHAPTER DIRECTOR - Pending - Paperwork in progress.
SECRETARY/TREASURER, Vanessa Shivers (850) 421-1334 vshivers@comcast.net
RIDE COORDINATOR, Charles Couch (850) 562-1399 honda@nettally.com
RIDER EDUCATOR, open
PUBLICATIONS, Faith Martin (850) 562-9480 faith_martin@comcast.net
PUBLIC RELATIONS, open
PHONE COORDINATORS, Sonny Rollo (850) 562-4293, George Walsh (850) 539-1228
SUNSHINE, Carolyn Campbell (850) 997-4901 carolync53@sbcglobal.net
WEBMASTER, Karen Share (850) 925-0345 k1064@hotmail.com
http://www.canopyroadcruisers.com/
Positions available: contact Lenton Stephens to get involved!

What you
missed!

Birthdays &
Anniversaries

- John Ferrell won the 50/50.

August Birthdays

- Jimmy Godwin suggested we
change Departure point # 3 to
the Shell gas station on the corner of
Woodville Highway and Capital
Circle due to construction on
Crawfordville Road. All agreed.

Arnold Watts
Jack Henderson
Ray Henley
Pat Ventry
Jesse Hodsdon
David Ventry
Carol Harris
Ken Rouse

- We are updating the Member
Roster. Please see the form on page
4. If you do not have e-mail and
have not already sent Vanessa
Shivers your updated information, please fill out the form and
send it in.
- Hugh Waller gave a Certificate of
Appreciation to Carolyn Campbell
for her terrific contribution and
support as Sunshine Lady.
- Carolyn Campbell handed out
the Sunshine Flower and Card
Guideline and discussed the increasing difficulty of sending flowers for
the currently approved rates. The
members voted to raise the rate to a
minimum of $ 35.00 for in-town and
approximately $ 50.00 for flowers
wired to out of town locations.
Currently, Sandras Flower Shop
provides this service for us at very
reasonable rates and Carolyn reports
the service is excellent.
- Hugh Waller went to jail. See
the article on page 4.
- The Bike Show is great P.R. for
our club and one of the few times
we get to do some community-wide
promotion. We could use a few more
bikes. Contact Hugh Waller or
Lenton Stephens to sign up. A good
variety is always welcome.
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08/01
08/05
08/07
08/07
08/14
08/15
08/28
08/28

August Anniversaries
Charles & Linda Couch
David & Pat Ventry

08/14
08/14

CD goldLINE
- Lenton would like your input.
Contact him if you have ideas for
what you would like to do or
changes you would like to see. This is
YOUR chance to put in your 2 cents.

Lenton Says Dont Forget!
Bike show Saturday
August 7th

September Birthdays
George Walsh
Ann Rollo
Linda Couch
Buck Harris
Sunny Andrews
Peggy Beverett

09/02
09/08
09/12
09/18
09/27
09/29

August Re-up
Charles & Linda Couch

Motorcycle Wisdom
Riding faster than everyone else only
guarantees you’ll ride alone

And a note from Tom Fisher from the

Hills of Tennessee
Hello Tallahassee GWRRA!
My wife and I have settled in McMinnville, Tennessee, after moving from Tallahassee in September 2003. We miss our
Florida friends but are making new friends
here in the foothills.
We have begun attending meetings of
the GWRRA chapter in Cookeville,
about 24 miles north of where we live. It
seems to be an active group with a variety of activities.
I have not been able to ride as much
as I would like because of the effort required to get the house fixed up. But, I

- Have your bike at the Tallahassee Mall at 8:00 AM
- Enter through the Main Entrance
facing Monroe St.
- Do not rev your bikes and
race down the corridor!
- Do not bring coolers. (If you
want to bring soft drinks and
food keep them in your saddle
bags, etc.)
- Do not rearrange the Malls
benches for club use.
- Contact Lenton Stephens at
Lstephens@ene.com or call 5395084 or call Hugh Waller at 5624542 - hewaller@earthlink.net if
you are going to participate and
didn’t sign up at the July meeting.
They need to know how many
bikes will be there.
have discovered some really nice winding roads up the coves and over the hills
that surround our home town.
This past weekend, I rode Highway
56 up to Altamont, Tracy City, and Monteagle. I saw a lot of trees and yard sales
in progress! Great fun.
Ride safe and look forward to riding
in Smoky Mountains in September!
Tom Fisher
Editor’s Note: See Tom’s Article on page 5.
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Safety Corner
Peer Pressure Is Easy-You Aren’t
by JAMES

All experienced group riders know that
each individual in the group is responsible for their own safety. They know
that in every group, one of them has
the least experience or skill/control.
Generally, they know that the group
should ride to the skills of the least
common denominator - the least
experienced, or least skilled/controlled.
But sometimes you join a group for
a ride and many if not all of them are
strangers. Sometimes a new member
joins your group and you have no idea
what their skill level or experience
might be. This should be a serious
concern to the lead bike (often called
the Road Captain - though not
necessarily so.)
Since it’s up to the lead bike to set
the pace, how can that be done without knowing what the least common
denominator is? Clearly this is an
argument for a pre-ride meeting and
some questions designed to find out as
much as you can about who you are
riding with.
But realities are such that even if you
try to find out who has the least experience or least skill/control, the odds are
that you will have trouble doing so.
People have ‘face’, after all. People are
reluctant to be seen as the weakest of the
group. Worse, and we have seen tragic
results of this recently, some people
honestly believe they have better skills/
control than they really do and are quite
convincing about it with others.
From a lead bike point of view, a
solution is readily at hand - always
place a new member of the group in
the last right-track position (sometimes
called the ‘slot’) in front of the drag
bike and have the drag bike observe
how that person actually rides. Once
the drag bike advises the lead bike that

R. DAVIS

the new person demonstrates adequate
skill/control then that person is freed
to ride anywhere they want to in the
group. Until everybody in the group is
at least seen to have reasonable skills/
control while riding with the group,
the lead bike has no business pushing
any limits.
But the heading of this message
regards peer pressure, and I would like
to talk briefly about group dynamics
that are dangerous precisely because of
peer pressure. Even assuming that
everyone in a group is well known to
each other, there is still a least experienced, least skilled/controlled person
there. That person usually feels that he/
she has very little choice but to try to
‘keep up’, to try to not hold the rest of
the group back. If nothing else, they
often think that ‘stretching’ themselves
is a learning experience.
And while it is definitely a learning
experience, if you survive it, ‘keeping
up’, or not holding the rest of the
group back should NOT be part of the
equation!! A brave person will acknowledge their weaknesses and not push the
envelope aggressively, even if it means
that the rest of the group will recognize
those weaknesses. A smart person
believes absolutely that THEY are
responsible for their own ride/safety and not incidentally, in not being a
potential hazard to anyone else.
These people ignore peer pressure to
the point that they might not fit into a
particular group - and that’s just fine
for all concerned!
But peer pressure is NOT the real
danger - there is always peer pressure
(sometimes thoughtless, sometimes just
good natured competition, sometimes
no more than shared courtesy.) It is

YOUR OWN PERSONAL pressure to
perform that can be dangerous. I call
that your ‘head’. What I’m getting at is
mental ‘rightness’ - being ready and
prepared to do what you are about to
do, and knowing it. If your head is not
‘right’, STOP and get it ‘right’ before
you go another two feet on your
motorcycle!!!!
After more than 30 years of riding
motorcycles there are times when I
simply feel that I cannot safely do
something that I have done a thousand
times before - sometimes the most
trivial of things. For example, a few
years ago I was on a tour to Tulsa,
Oklahoma and our group had just
finished a pit stop and were on our way
back onto the road. We were on a
parking lot that had a driveway with a
relatively severe dip in it as it joined the
main road where we then had to make a
hard right turn to get underway. All the
bikes ahead of me did just fine with that
dip. But when it was my turn to
negotiate that driveway I decided that
my head was not ‘right’ and stopped my
bike. I radioed to the lead bike that I
would catch up in a moment, nothing
was wrong. One minute later my head
was ‘right’, confidence restored, and I
took off and joined the group. Trivial
embarrassment is nothing compared to
an accident.
There is no doubt in my mind at all
(NOW) that I could have made that
exit from the parking lot without a
problem. But this is one experienced
rider that is not ashamed to say that
when my head is ‘wrong’, I stop and
wait until it gets ‘right’.

Peer pressure is easy - you aren’t.
Copyright © 1992-2001 by The Master
Strategy Group. All rights reserved.
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Hugh Waller “doing
time” for a good cause.
A promise of $830.00 helped spring
him from the MDA slammer.
Hugh says “the $ 250.00 the Canopy
Road Cruisers voted to donate to the
Muscular Dystrophy Association is
great P.R. for the club”. A list of
contributors will be announced on a
local television newscast.

Please

Give us a clue!

Membership Roster Update - If you Don’t have e-mail…
and you have had a change in your member information or would like to add your name to our Birthday and
Anniversary lists, please fill out the Roster Update Form and send it to:
Vanessa Shivers, 78 Dorothy Loop, Crawfordville, FL 32327
(If you have already contacted Vanessa by e-mail, you don’t have to send this unless you want to be added to
the Birthday and/or Anniversary list)
Current Information:
Name (s):_____________________________________________________________________________
Rider and Co-Rider

Street Address: _______________________________________________ P. O. Box ______________
State: _____________________ Zip:______________
Telephone: Day_______________________ Evening: ____________________ Cell: ________________
New e-mail address: ___________________________________________________________________
GWRRA # __________________________ Exp. Date: ____________
Birthday Day/Month: ________________________ Anniversary Day/Month:______________________
Birthday Day/Month: ________________________
No longer a member, please take me off the Canopy Road Cruisers Membership Roster. ___________
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like 3:1 or worse.
Figure 2 SWR Plot After Tuning
Higher ratios are
4
bad, and it is com3.5
mon for a properly
by TOM FISHER
3
tuned antenna to
Ex-Tallahassee Cruiser McMinnville, TN
2.5
have a ratio of less
than 2:1. The chart
2
The CB is a useful tool when riding your
shown as Figure 1
1.5
Gold Wing because it provides the means
shows a radio
1
to talk to other riders in your group or
tuned as a compro0.5
to monitor road conditions as described
mise across all
0
by passing truckers. A typical CB radio
channels. It is cen0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40
of the newer variety will be capable of
Channel
tered on channel
tuning from channel 1 through 40 and
20. Figure 2 shows
may use either its own dedicated antenna
tuning centered on channel 9 which pro- of the antenna in or out of the loading
or an antenna shared with the regular
vides a more reasonable SWR for chan- coil in the middle of the antenna. This
AM/FM receiver.
nel 1 and 19. Remember, the transmit- should be done in 1/8 inch increments
If the CB is not operating properly and
ter will be more efficient in radiating a while monitoring the SWR on the SWR
your signal is not “reaching out,” your ansignal if the SWR is low on the trans- meter.
tenna may not be tuned properly. If you
mission frequency.
The typical CB is antenna broadly
buy a new antenna or have purchased a
Without going into a lot of detail, the tuned, so the antenna will work fairly
new (used) bike, you may need to have the
output of a CB transmitter is 52 ohms well over several channels. However, it
antenna tuned. Your friendly motorcycle
impedance, and this must be matched to cannot work equally well over 40 chanrepairman may be expert in fixing the tires,
the impedance of the antenna. Matching nels. The objective of the tuning operatransmission, and lights but may not know
the transmitter to the antenna is accom- tion is to find the point where the ananything about tuning the radio.
plished on the Gold Wing by adjusting tenna gives the lowest SWR for the chanLenton Stevens contacted me with a
the length of the antenna while monitor- nels that you want to use most often. I
situation meeting this description. His
ing the SWR values on an SWR meter.
recommend tuning for channel 9 so the
antenna was damaged, and he obtained
It was initially impossible to get CB will work fairly well on channels 1,
a new top section. By removing the old
Lenten’s radio to tune properly. A check 9, and 19.
section and inserting the new one, the
for continuity between the antenna and
Now that the antenna was properly
antenna was detuned. Lenton asked me
the end of the coax showed there was a connected, Lenton’s radio demonstrated
if I could help by re-tuning the antenna,
break in the circuit. Lenten took his bike the typical broad tuning curve, and it was
and I was glad to assist.
home and removed the seat and part of very easy to move the antenna top secUnless you are familiar with the opthe trunk. He found that the antenna tion until we had the lowest SWR at
erations of a transmitter, you may not
had become unplugged just inside the channel 9.
understand the importance of routine
rear trunk, so the wires were reconnected.
If you decide to make adjustments on
maintenance for your bike’s CB antenna
Upon resuming the project, we re- your CB and antenna, remember that
and the need to periodically check the
moved the metal bracket in the trunk and radio frequency transmitter voltages can
standing wave ratio or “SWR” of the
cleaned the screw threads and surfaces cause injury. Never touch the antenna
antenna.The SWR is expressed as a ratio
where the plate connected to the bike or coax cable wire while the transmitter
that varies from 1:1 to higher numbers
frame. This is impor- is turned on (microphone “keyed”). If
tant because the out- you do not feel competent to make these
Figure 1 SWR Plot Before Tuning
side of the antenna adjustments yourself, find someone who
coax must make a is experienced and knowledgeable about
2.5
good connection transmitters. This article is written for
2
with the frame to your general information about the process
form what is known of tuning a CB antenna. If you purchase
1.5
as the antenna equipment and attempt to undertake these
1
“ground plane.”
adjustments, I do not assume any liability
The antenna is for damage to your radio, your bike, or per0.5
adjusted by moving sonal injury.
0
the upper-most tip
Ratio

Ratio

Tuning A Gold Wing
CB Antenna

0

2

4

6

8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

Channel
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Swap Shop

FOR sale

FOR SALE
Kuryakyn triple exhaust extensions;
used, very good condition for GL1500
$ 60.00
Stop and Go tire patch kit - new
$ 30.00
Chrome windshield trim with
Kuryakan lighted bird and bug deflector,
installed $ 65.00
Orville Sage custom windshield for
GL1500, tinted with large engraved
eagle, with engraved wind wings,
installed $ 175.00
Call Sonny Rollo at (850) 562-4293
Tallahassee, FL

FOR SALE
2000 Mazda-B-4000
V-6, Power, Bedliner,
Toolbox, New Brakes
Drk. Green -$ 7,500.00
Looks and runs like new!
2 Gel Seat Pads
Fits Gold Wing and other seats
$ 70.00 ea. new.
Will sell for $ 50.00 ea.
Call Hugh Waller at
(850) 562-4542
for any of the above.
Tallahassee, FL

2002 VTX 1800
3,800 Miles. Corbin Touring Seat, Boss Bags
Forward Controls, Highway Pegs, Windshield, ISO Grips.
Lots of Chrome. Always garaged.
Excellent condition. ($3,000.00 in Extras) $ 8,900
Call: (850) 893-6990
Tallahassee, FL
(This bike will be at the Bike Show at the Tallahassee Mall. Come see it!)

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
Air Rider Headsets for 2 helmets
with full hook-ups & new batteries.
$ 200.00.
Call Jerry Langley
(850) 984-5618
Tallahassee, FL

FOR SALE
2004 GL1800-Black
6,837 miles. Baker Hand Wings,
Rear Speaker Kit, Driving/Fog
Lamps. Excellent condition.
Full warranty transferable. (New
owner may purchase an extended
warranty from Honda if desired).
$14,900.00
Call for an appointment. Serious
inquiries only please.
Call Dave Holton
(850) 682-5610
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98 Shadow ACE Tourer
1100 cc, shaft drive, new tires
Only 10,300 miles on the clock
Completely serviced and ready for the riding season.
$5,800.00
Contact David Ventry at wv56@earthlink.net
or (850) 668-1586
Tallahassee, FL
Wanted
Upper Trunk Lock from Honda Gold Wing 1500 with Keys.
Email: Ray Vargas (FL1-C) at: Matchbox55@adelphia.net
or Call : (407) 348-7773
Orlando, FL
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Local Rallies & Events
2004

Florida
District &
Regional Rallies

2004
August

07 Bike Show, Tallahassee Mall 10:00 AM - 9:00 PM

August

12 Chapter Meeting-Florida Buffet
Eat 6:30 PM-Meet 7:30 PM

August
September
September
October
October
November
November
December
December

19
09
16
14
21
04
11
09
16

Pond House Restaurant in Bainbridge-Depart # 1 at 6:30 PM
Chapter Meeting-Golden Corral-Eat 6:30 PM-Meet 7:30 PM
O’Neil’s in Thomasville- Depart # 6 at 6:30 PM
Chapter Meeting-Golden Corral-Eat 6:30 PM-Meet 7:30 PM
Savannah’s at Waukulla Station-Depart # 3 at 6:30 PM
Chapter Meeting-Golden Corral-Eat 6:30 PM-Meet 7:30 PM
Chicken Pileau at Coon Bottom-Depart # 1 at 6:30 PM
Christmas Party will take the place of meeting -Tentative
No Dinner Ride

Heads Up! New Meeting Place for August
Florida Buffet is located at 2800 Mahan Drive, Tallahassee, FL.
If you are coming from Capital Circle, East side of town it will be on your
right. If you are coming from the Monroe Street side of town, it will be on
your left before Capital Circle so if you cross Capital Circle East heading
away from Tallahassee, you went too far.

Departure Points
# 1: Hardees, N. Monroe
# 2: Circle K, Highway 20 & Capital Circle
Change # 3: Shell Station - Woodville Hwy & Capital Circle
# 4: Chevron, Highway 98 - Woodville Highway
# 5: CITGO, Hwy., 90 - I-10 east (Cross Creek)
# 6: NEW Publix, Thomasville - Bradfordville Roads
# 7: Pilot Truck Stop on Hwy 90 West (previously Williams)

Hope everyone
had a great
4th of July
** Swap Shop is free to all current members for non-commercial ads as space permits. Please
send new ads, corrections and deletions to Faith Martin-faith_martin@comcast.net or call
(850) 562-9480 and a copy to Karen Share-k1064@hotmail.com.
Other Gold Wing Chapter Member Ads will be placed as space permits.

August 14
Open House
Champion Honda
Leesburg, FL
Sept. 9-11
Region A Rally
Helen, GA
Sept. 24-25
FL1-T
Camp out & Poker Run
Crystal River
Oct. 1-2
Panhandle Bandits
Annual Getaway
Crestview
Oct. 2
FL2-L
Poker Run & Bike Show
Lakeland
Oct. 3
FL1-H
Volusia Mall Show
Daytona
Oct.14-16
Mississippi District Rally
Biloxi
Oct. 23
FL1- C
Picnic In The Park
Orlando

More Florida District
Information and Forms can
be found at:

http://home1.gte.net/
eeporter/index.html
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Gold Wing Road Riders Association
Lenton & Leucretia Stephens
149 Rozena Loop
Havana, FL 3233
Friends For Fun,
Safety and Knowledge

Editorial and
Advertising Deadlines:
August issue-July 14th
Setember Issue-August 18th
Published 1st day of each month.
Please let us know if you no longer
want a Newsletter. To be included
on the Chapter e-mail address list
for Newsflashes, contact Vanessa
Shivers at: vshivers@comcast.net
cc: Faith Martin,
faith_martin@comcast.net
if you want to be included on the
Newsletter e-mail list. The electronic version is provided as a
PDF file and can be accessed on
our website at
www.canopyroadcruisers.com/
newsletter.htm
Canopy Road Cruiser Newsletter
Design & Layout provided by
Faith Martin
Longview Studios
Visual Communications
2123 Longview Drive
Tallahassee, Florida 32303
(850) 562 - 9480
www.visualresolutions.com
©Faith Martin, Longview Studios
All Rights Reserved.
Please contact me if you no longer
want a hard copy sent or you wish
to be taken off the e-mail list.
Thanks, Faith
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Gold Wing®

©Gold Wing

Call for more information

850-576-6326
4003 W. Pensacola St.
Tallahassee, FL 32304
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